ERROR CODE MESSAGES FOR THE RELATIONSHIP EDIT TABLE

CODE:  SO0          MESSAGE:  TRANS ALREADY EXISTS

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:  A Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction already exists on the on-line hold file for the control key specified. To change an existing Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction on-line, use the recall function.

CODE:  S01          MESSAGE:  ADD/MATCH ERROR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:  A record already exists in the Relationship Edit Table for the control key specified. Relationship Edit Table maintenance transactions with a function code of "A" (add) must not find a matching record.

CODE:  S02          MESSAGE:  CHANGE/NO MATCH ERR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:  A record does not exist in the Relationship Edit Table for the control key specified. Relationship Edit Table maintenance transactions with a function code of "C" (change) must find a matching record.

CODE:  S03          MESSAGE:  DELETE/NO MATCH ERR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:  A record does not exist in the Relationship Edit Table for the control key specified. Relationship Edit Table maintenance transactions with a function code of "D" (delete) must find a matching record.

CODE:  S04          MESSAGE:  DELETE TRAN HAS DATA

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:  Invalid data was coded in the delete Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. Only the control key and function are valid on a delete transaction.

CODE:  S05          MESSAGE:  INVALID FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:  An invalid function has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "A", "C", "D", "P", "R", and "G".
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CODE: S06  MESSAGE: INVALID REC NO

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid record number has been entered in the Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "1" or "2".

CODE: S07  MESSAGE: INVALID RT DEPT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department code entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction must match a department code in the department (D01) subtable.

CODE: S09  MESSAGE: INVALID RT FUND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The fund code entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction must match a fund code in the fund (D25) subtable.

CODE: S10  MESSAGE: INVALID RT YEAR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid fiscal year has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 00-99.

CODE: S11  MESSAGE: INVALID RT APPN ACCT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid appropriation account code has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. The appropriation account code, fund and year entered for this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction must match an entry in the Appropriation Account Code Table.

CODE: S12  MESSAGE: INVALID RT CC

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid cost center code has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be all zeros or contain any embedded blanks.

CODE: S13  MESSAGE: INVALID RT ACTV

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity code has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be all zeros or contain any embedded blanks.
CODE: S14  MESSAGE: INVALID RT PROJ-PH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project and project phase has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be all zeros or contain any embedded blanks.

CODE: S15  MESSAGE: INVALID CCEI

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid cost center edit indicator (CCEI) has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "R", "N", and blank. This indicator must be blank if the cost center in the control key is not blank.

CODE: S16  MESSAGE: INVALID AEI

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity edit indicator (AEI) has been entered in this Relationship Edit maintenance transaction. Valid values are "R", "N", and blank. This indicator must be blank if the activity in the control key is not blank.

CODE: S17  MESSAGE: INVALID PEI

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project and project phase edit indicator (PEI) has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 'R', 'N', and blank. This indicator must be blank if the project and project phase in the control key is not blank.

CODE: S18  MESSAGE: INVALID RT CC RANGE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid cost center range has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. The error message will result from one or more of the following conditions:

- A cost center low was entered without a corresponding cost center high.
- A cost center high was entered without a corresponding cost center low.
- The value for a cost center low was higher than the corresponding activity code high.
o A cost center low or cost center high is non-blank and not alphanumeric.

o A cost center range is not completely blank, and the cost center field in the record's key is not blank.

o The CCEI is equal to 'N', and the cost center range is not completely blank.

o An embedded blank cost center range has been entered.

CODE: S19

MESSAGE: INVALID RT ACTV RNGE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity range has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. The error message will result from one or more of the following conditions:

o An activity code low was entered without a corresponding activity code high.

o An activity code high was entered without a corresponding activity code low.

o The value for an activity code low was higher than the corresponding activity code high value.

o An activity code low or activity code high is non-blank and not alphanumeric.

o An activity range is not completely blank, and the activity field in the record's key is not blank.

o The AEI is equal to 'N', and the activity range is not completely blank.

o An embedded blank activity code range has been entered.

CODE: S20

MESSAGE: INVALID RT PROJ RNGE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project and project phase has been entered in this Relationship Edit Table maintenance transaction. The error message will result from one or more of the following conditions:

o A project and project phase low was entered without a corresponding project and project phase high.

o A project and project phase high was entered without a corresponding project and project phase low.

o The value for a project and project phase low was higher than the corresponding project and project phase high value.
o A project was entered without a corresponding project phase.
o A project phase was entered without a corresponding project.
o A project and project phase range is not completely blank, and the project and project phase field in the record's key is not blank.
o The PEI is equal to "N" and the project and project phase range is not completely blank.
o A project and project phase low or a project and project phase high is non-blank and not alphanumeric.
o An embedded blank project and project phase range has been entered.

CODE: S21  MESSAGE: GEN TRANS HAS DATA

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: Invalid data has been entered in the generate Relationship Table maintenance transaction. Only the function, department code, and fiscal year are valid on a generate transaction.